
Dear Penny

Please find attached a petition with the signatures of over 70 people that are concerned about the proposed 
development at 14 South Steyne Manly…

These are from people who are Manly Surf Club members, regular swimmers, local residents in Victoria parade 
and Ashburner Street and other areas who are familiar with the area and the proposed changes at Dungowan 
Lane… 

Outside the residents of #46 Victoria parade who are only 4 metres from the proposed ugly external staircase, 
we have a significant number of beach goers who are genuinely concerned about this development…

Nobody wants an external staircase except the developer who is trying to maximise his yield… It must be 
internalised… the development is already > 9sqm above the FSR allowable in the manly LEP controls without the 
external stairwell, so allowing an external addition would be a gross overdevelopment with severe amenity 
consequences not only for residents only 4 metres away, but locals and other users of the area as reflected in 
the attached petition…

We urge council to reject the DA and only consider further changes to this property that have a properly 
internalised stairwell/ lift structure and fully enclosed rubbish area that helps beautify Dungowan Lane.

Thank you for considering this incremental information.

Many thanks 

Paul Hannan 

IMPORTANT 
This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If 
you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. 
Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and 
delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that 
disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this 
information is strictly prohibited. 

Sent: 26/05/2021 5:20:31 PM
Subject: RE DA 2021/0318 FOR THE ATTENTION OF PENNY WOOD
Attachments: scan_hannanp_2021-05-26-08-24-26.pdf; 


















